
Nautical decoration with paper boats
Instructions No. 1985
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Classical paper boats become a great maritime decoration scene here - a special eye-catcher in the home. This decoration is also an
excellent gift idea for maritime fans.

Folding paper boats
Can you still remember how simple paper boats are made? Are you out of practice? Test the folds with a sample sheet 

This is done by folding a rectangular piece of paper in half, folding two corners so that they meet exactly in the middle, creating a paper point. The two lower
corners of the untouched paper edges are folded up, at the corners they are folded around the paper tip. The resulting paper bag is now pulled apart and re-
folded "crosswise", those of the paper bag Lace are pressed to the new tip. Afterwards the paper shuttle only is still pulled apart! Please also see our step-by-
step diagrams below in this manual.

Use papers of your choice for your nautical boats, fold them in different sizes.

Make a pennant chain
Stamp Paper the letters Waves, cut out small pennants and stick them on a piece of paper cord. Make
sure that this piece is long enough so that it can be wrapped around the glass at one end and around
the decoration stand at the other end.

Decorate with Paper
Paint the base of the wooden stand in turquoise colour.



As the paint dries, cut out small nautical motifs from the printed scrapbook-Paper., which also contains
messages that can be used for decoration 

Cover the neck of the lantern with a Paper strips. double-sided Adhesive tape adhesive. Fill the glass
with colored Sand and put little boats on them. Wrap the paper cord around it and Wind light, fix it with a
knot or glue. Wrap the other end around the wooden stand 

Arrange and stick the selected Paper accessories on them and decorate your handicraft with more
paper boats.

Folded step by step
Folding little paper boats is great fun for young and old.

1. Step
Fold rectangle in half

2. Step
Triangle folding

3. Step
Fold up paper edges, fold in



4. Step
Open paper hat

5. Step
Re-fold in the middle

6. Step
Lace bend up

7. Step
Pull apart the ship

Ship ahoy!

Look forward to unique paper boats! The
instructions are also great for the Crafting with
children.

Article number Article name Qty
11900 Folding paper-Sortiment "By the sea" 1
543583-05 Ink PadsBlack 1
560085-49 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlTurquoise blue 1

Article information:



503730-03 Coloured sandTurquoise 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
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